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Abstract

This paper describes a design for a spiral antenna with a conical wall to obtain the high gain. The gain and the axial ratio of the spiral antenna were improved by a new design that included a conical wall and an optimized Archimedean slit on the ground plane in a conventional antenna with a circular cavity wall and a 4.5-turn slit. A gain improvement of 9.5 dBi higher and a good axial ratio of 1.9 dB lower were measured by the added conical wall and the newly designed slit from the current distribution control on the ground plane, respectively. The measured return loss, gain and axial ratio of the proposed antenna showed a good agreement with the simulated results. The proposed antenna will be applied to a non-linear junction detector system.
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I . Introduction

The electronic semi-conductor device industry has rapidly developed and become focused on minimization in recent years. Super minimal semi-conductors with high performance are frequently used for memory chips with large capacity. On occasion, these memory chips, which can contain information, have been used illegally. Accordingly, detection of hidden devices becomes difficult because of complex hiding method. Detection of a tiny chip made by the semi-conductor or the false junction material composed of a semi-conductor and a metal has been made possible by the development of a non-linear junction detector (NLJD) [1-3].

The performance of NLJD System depends particularly on the antenna characteristics because the antenna has to satisfy broad bandwidth including transmitting frequency (Tx) and receiving frequency (Rx) band. Additionally, in order to minimize the effect of power reduction by coupled wave from the hidden device, the high gain circular polarization antenna has been mainly used for NLJD system application [4-6]. In this paper authors designed the high gain spiral antenna with novel Archimedean spiral slit on ground plane to realize the circular polarization and designed the new cavity [7] added conical wall to realize the high gain. The gain and axial ratio of spiral antenna proposed by reference [4] had been decreased due to multi resonance characteristics. In order to solve an above problem, authors have proposed the novel spiral antenna structure that it was composed of the extended conical wall with the conventional circular cavity wall and the optimized Archimedean slit conductor on the ground plane by current distribution. The resulting antenna showed a gain of 9.5 dBi higher than the conventional gain specification of 6 dBi at the interested bands.

II . Antenna Design

Fig. 1 shows an antenna configuration with a conventional 4.5-turn spiral slit structure on the ground plane [4]. A diameter of the spiral antenna is 80 mm, and an Archimedean slit [8, 9] is located on the ground plane. The substrate of the antenna is used for the Teflon dielectric material having relative permittivity of 2.1 and a height of 0.6 mm. The cavity wall thickness of 0.2 mm with FR-4 epoxy and metal cap thickness of 2 mm are considered in design. The required antenna bandwidth, including Tx and Rx, is from 2.4 to 7.36 GHz. The Tx band is from 2.4 to 2.48 GHz, and the Rx band is from 4.84 to 4.92 GHz for the 2nd harmonic frequency and from 7.28 to 7.36 GHz for the 3rd harmonic frequency.

Fig. 2(a) shows the simulated return loss of antenna...
Fig. 1. Antenna configuration with the conventional 4.5-turn spiral slit structure on ground plane.

Fig. 2. Simulated and measured results of antenna structure in Fig. 1 (solid line, Y-Z plane; dotted line, X-Z plane). (a) simulated return loss, (b) simulated gain radiation pattern, and (c) measured gain radiation pattern.

structure shown in Fig. 1. The return loss is ~10 dB lower at the interested 3 bands. Fig. 2(b) and (c) show the simulated and measured gain radiation pattern of the antenna structure shown in Fig. 1.

Table 1 shows the simulated gain at the interested center frequency, where \( \theta = 0^\circ \), and \( \phi = 0^\circ \).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gain (dBi)</th>
<th>Frequency (GHz)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Simulated</td>
<td>Measured</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.44</td>
<td>7.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.88</td>
<td>7.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.32</td>
<td>10.87</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 3. Spiral antenna composed of a conical wall structure.

In order to increase gain of conventional antenna structure in Fig. 1, authors proposed the improved cavity wall with the added conical wall as shown in Fig. 3. In addition, an optimum conical wall was designed by studying the parameters of conical’s radius (\( R \)), metal cap diameter (\( D \)) and conical’s height (\( H \)), and simulation with a commercial tool.

Fig. 3 shows the spiral antenna composed of a conical wall structure. The diameter of the Archimedean spiral slit on the ground plane is 80 mm. The cavity wall thickness with FR-4 epoxy and the metal cap thickness are 0.2 mm and 2.0 mm, respectively, as shown in Fig. 1. The cavity wall height between the metal cap and the radiating plane is the same height of 25 mm as shown in Fig. 1.

The symbol \( R \) shown in Fig. 3 is the diameter of the dielectric material. Changing the height and diameter of conical wall also changes the size of \( R \). Thus, the conical wall is very important parameter to study with respect to the variation of \( R \). Fig. 4(a) and (b) show the simulated return loss and gain characteristics when \( R \) is varied. The variation of \( R \) means that each spiral slit length on the radiating plane and the ground plane is constant, and only the diameter size of dielectric material is changed. In the simulation, \( D \) and \( H \) from the radiating plane are given by 80 mm and 0 mm, respectively.

The simulated return loss shown in Fig. 4(a) is still ~10 dB lower at the interested 3 bands. In Fig. 4(b), the simulated gains of the transmitting and the 2nd harmonic frequency are increased with the increase of \( R \). However, the gain simulated at 7.32 GHz of the 3rd harmonic frequency shows the maximum value of 12.5 dBi, when \( R \) is 100 mm.

Fig. 5 shows the spiral antenna cross-section compo-
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Fig. 4. Simulated return loss by variation of conical radius \((R)\): (a) simulated return loss and (b) simulated gain.

Fig. 5. Spiral antenna cross-section of conical wall structure. When \(R\) is changed, degree of conical wall is also changed. The angle of conical wall had a critical effect on the increment of gain. When \(R\) was 80, 90, 100, 110, and 120 mm, the angle between metal cap and conical wall is 0°, 11.31°, 21.8°, 30.96°, and 38.66°, respectively. The simulated gain of the 3rd harmonic frequency are decreased above the 100 mm. Because short wavelength of 3rd harmonic frequency is affected by variation of \(R\).

Thus, the optimum parameter value of \(R\) is selected as 100 mm by simulation results.

Fig. 6(a) and (b) show the simulated return loss and gain characteristics by variation of the conical wall height from the radiating plane. The values of \(R\) and \(D\) are 100 mm and 80 mm, respectively. The return loss is still \(-10\) dB lower at the interested 3 bands, even though \(H\) is changed. Fig. 6(b) shows the simulated gain by variation of \(H\). When \(H\) is increased, the gain is steadily increased. The conical wall height is operated as a horn antenna length; therefore, \(H\) plays a decisive role in gain control. When \(H\) is higher, the gain is theoretically more increased, as shown in Fig. 6(b).

Fig. 7 shows the simulated radiation pattern by variation of \(H\). The difference in the beam width with a co-
Fig. 7. Radiation pattern by variation of conical wall height ($H$): (a) simulated gain pattern (Y-Z) and (b) simulated gain pattern (X-Z).

Fig. 8(a) shows the simulated return loss characteristics by variation of the metal cap diameter $D$. In the simulation, the optimized parameters of $R$ and $H$ are fixed at 100 mm and 25 mm. Even though $D$ is changed, the return loss is still $\sim$10 dB lower. Fig. 8(b) shows the simulated gain by variation of $D$. The gain shows the maximum value at the 2nd and the 3rd frequency, when $D$ equals 70 mm.

Fig. 9 shows the simulated results and with and without a conical wall for 4.5-turn spiral slit on the ground plane. The simulated optimum parameter values of $R$, $H$, and $D$ are 100 mm, 25 mm and 70 mm, respectively.

Fig. 8. Simulated results by variation of metal cap diameter ($D$): (a) simulated return loss and (b) simulated gain.

Fig. 9(a) and (b) show a comparison of the simulated return loss and axial ratio with and without the conical wall, respectively. The return loss value and also the axial ratio value are almost the same, which means that the return loss characteristics and the axial ratio characteristics are not particularly affected by the existence of the conical wall. Furthermore, a comparison of Table 1 and Fig. 8(b) confirmed that the gain of the spiral antenna could be easily controlled by the conical wall parameters such as $R$, $H$, and $D$. The simulated gain of the spiral antenna with an added conical wall at 2.44 GHz of Tx center frequency appears 9.74 dBi and it is 2.5 dBi higher than the one at 2.44 GHz of Table 1. The gains at the 2nd and the 3rd harmonic frequency of Rx are higher by about 5.4 and 3.5 dBi, respectively, when compared to the conventional one seen in Table 1.

However, even though the gain is markedly improved by the added conical wall, the axial ratio at the Tx band remains poor, at an average of 7.5 dB as shown in Fig.
Fig. 9. Comparison of simulated result obtained with and without a conical wall for 4.5-turn spiral slit on ground plane: (a) simulated return loss and (b) simulated axial ratio.

Fig. 10. Electric current distribution of an archimedean slit structure located on ground plane at 2.44 GHz: (a) 4.5-turn and (b) optimized.

9(b). This is caused by the current reflected from the metal cap. The solution to the poor axial ratio problem was sought by examining the current distribution of archimedean slit on the ground plane at 2.44 GHz.

Fig. 10 shows the comparison of the electric current distribution of the archimedean slit structure located on the ground plane at 2.44 GHz [5]. The electric current of the conventional 4.5-turn spiral slit structure on the ground plane appears somewhat stronger than the current for the optimized slit structure in Fig. 10(b). However, this is due to the sum of the current with the circular polarization that is radiated in the opposite direction by current reflected from metal cap, as shown in Fig. 1.

The reason for the current generation with reverse polarization is that the quarter wavelength of 2.44 GHz is longer than the 25 mm cavity wall height. The conventional 4.5-turn spiral slit on the ground plane is newly designed, as shown in Fig. 10(b), and proposed in [5]. The gain of the optimized slit shown in Fig. 10(b) was almost unchanged when compared with the conventional antenna in Fig. 1 [5]. This means that the spiral slit structure on the ground plane was optimized by controlling the electric current distribution at 2.44 GHz, and the gain value was constantly maintained even though the physical conductor surface size was reduced by removal of the slit.

Fig. 11 shows the simulated return loss characteristics
of the antenna with respect to two kinds of archimedean slits on the ground plane as shown in Fig. 10(a) and (b). The simulated return loss of the 4.5-turn and the optimized spiral slit with the conical wall shows very similar results, and it is maintained 10 dB lower at the interested 3 bands. This means that the return loss is independent of the spiral slit structure on the ground plane. On the other hand, the axial ratio strongly depends on the spiral slit structure, as shown in Fig. 11(b). The simulated axial ratio at 2.44 GHz, as well as at 4.88 and 7.32 GHz, is clearly improved by the optimization of the spiral slit structure on the ground plane. The axial ratio is 3 dB lower at the interested 3 bands.

III. Measurement

The effectiveness of the proposed antenna was verified by fabricating the novel antenna with an optimized slit on the ground plane and with the added conical wall, as shown in Fig. 12.

Fig. 13(a) shows the comparison between the simulated and the measured return loss of the designed and fabricated antenna, respectively. The measured return loss shows reasonable agreement with the simulated one, even though it is slightly different. Fig. 13(b) shows the comparison of the simulated and the measured axial ratio. The simulated axial ratio and the measured axial ratio show good agreement and the ratio is maintained at 3 dB lower at the interested band.

Fig. 14 shows the comparison between the simulated and the measured 2-D gain patterns at 2.44, 4.88, and 7.32 GHz.

The solid and dotted lines indicate the main E-field polarization of the X-Z plane and of the Y-Z plane, respectively. The measured E-field gain patterns showed very fine agreement with the simulation results, as shown in Fig. 14.

Table 2 shows the gain comparison of the spiral antenna (unit: dBi)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spiral slit on ground plane</th>
<th>Conical wall</th>
<th>Frequency (GHz)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4.5-turn</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.44 4.88 7.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Without (Sim.)</td>
<td>7.25 7.45</td>
<td>10.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With (Sim.)</td>
<td>9.74 12.83</td>
<td>14.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimized</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With (Sim.)</td>
<td>9.74 12.67</td>
<td>14.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With (Mea.)</td>
<td>9.71 12.59</td>
<td>14.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Axial ratio comparison of the spiral antenna (unit: dB)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spiral slit on ground plane</th>
<th>Conical wall</th>
<th>Frequency (GHz)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4.5-turn</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.44 4.88 7.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Without (Sim.)</td>
<td>7.71 2.59</td>
<td>2.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With (Sim.)</td>
<td>7.85 0.71</td>
<td>2.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimized</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With (Sim.)</td>
<td>1.90 1.57</td>
<td>1.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With (Mea.)</td>
<td>1.92 0.50</td>
<td>1.79</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For example, the gain of the spiral antenna with the conical wall and with the 4.5-turn spiral slit on the
ground plane is almost the same value when compared with the optimized slit antenna gain as shown in Table 2. This means that antenna gain has no relation with slit structure.

Table 3 shows the axial ratio comparison of the spiral antenna. As in Fig 9(b), the axial ratio is improved by the newly designed slit on the ground plane. It is not dependent on conical wall. The quarter wavelength of 2.44 GHz is longer than the height of the cavity wall in Fig. 1; therefore, the axial ratio becomes increasingly worse due to the current with the opposite circular polarization reflected from metal cap. The improvement of the axial ratio is realized by the novel design of the slit on the ground plane.

IV. Conclusion

This paper proposed a design for a spiral antenna with a conical wall to obtain a high gain. One application of the proposed antenna is the NLJD system. The gain and the axial ratio of spiral antenna were improved by using a conical wall and a newly designed Archimedean slit on the ground plane for a conventional antenna with a circular cavity wall and a conventional 4.5-turn slit. The improved gain of 9.5 dBi above at 2.44 GHz and the good axial ratio of 1.9 dB lower at the interested band are realized by the added conical wall and the newly designed slit from current distribution control on ground plane, respectively. The measured return loss was ~10 dB lower at the interested band. The simulated return loss and axial ratio of proposed antenna agreed well with the measured results. The measured E-field gain patterns of the X-Z plane as well as the Y-Z plane also showed very good agreement with the simulated results.
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